Abstract. Four parametrizations for the bi-orthogonal monoclinic Diophantine parallelepiped are given.
The bi-orthogonal monoclinic Diophantine parellelepiped is a cuboid with 2 right angles at a vertice and the other angle not a right angle. This figure is composed of two congruent parallelograms joined by 4 orthogonal rectangles, all of whose edges are rational or integer. Let x, y, z, denote the three different edges, with x, y, z ∈ Z. The face rectangle (x, y) has diagonal a, the face rectangle (x, z) has diagonal b and the face parallelogram (y, z) has diagonals c 1 , c 2 . The two different body diagonals are denoted by
These lengths satisfy the equations
The bi-orthogonal monoclinic piped is a perfect parallelepiped, or a piped which has all twelve edges rational, all six face diagonals rational, and all four body diagonals rational.
Perfect parallelepipeds have been considered since the question was first raised by Richard Guy in his UPINT [1] , Section D. Diophantine equations, Problem D18, "Is there a perfect cuboid?" where Guy asks if a perfect parallelepiped can be found, even if no perfect cuboid is found.
Jorge Sawyer and Clifford Reiter discovered a perfect parallelepiped [4] . Clifford Reiter and Jordan Tirrell then released an additional series of papers on parameterizing them[2] [3] . A more recent paper on an infinite family of perfect parallelepipeds has also appeared [6] .
Walter Wyss was able to successfully parameterize the perfect parallelogram which has rational sides and two rational diagonals [7] [8], and he extended this to parameterize a family of bi-orthogonal monoclinic pipeds [9] .
Ruslan Sharipov recast Wyss' parametrizations, and extended them to three additional mappings for the bi-orthogonal monoclinic piped [5] .
By taking advantage of the polynomial equation (3.9), which governs monoclinic pipeds, in Sharipov's paper [5] , some new parametrizations of the monoclinic piped have been discovered.
In this paper, four parametrizations of the monoclinic piped are presented where m, n ∈ Z are integers.
Parametrization 1
The first parametrization, m, n ∈ Z, is:
m n has to satisfy certain ranges to make a piped:
For the positive range: The second parametrization,, m, n ∈ Z, is:
m n has to satisfy certain ranges to make a piped: 
Parametrization 3
The third parametrization, m, n ∈ Z, is:
Parametrization 4
The fourth parametrization, m, n ∈ Z, is: 
